DODGE Quad Cab Truck ‘98-‘02  
40/20/40 Seats Only

1. This unit is designed to fit under either the front driver or passenger seat – provided the seat selected is not a six-way power adjustable seat.

2. It is not necessary to remove the drawer from the casing during installation. Slide the drawer unit under selected seat of installation. Hang unit under the seat from the bracket bar under the seat. There should be approximately 1/4” between the bottom of the drawer unit and the floor.

3. Center drawer casing on seat bracket frame so that both side bracket holes of the drawer-casing center in the middle of the seat bracket.

4. Mark the position of the four holes with either a pencil or punch.

5. Drill the top two holes first with a 1/4” bit.

6. Loosely install the provided nuts and bolts through drawer casing and drilled holes.

7. Push bottom of drawer casing against seat bracket, then check alignment of markings for side holes to be drilled. Holes should center in middle of both side seat brackets.

8. Remove drawer casing, then drill with a 1/4” bit the two remaining casing holes in the seat brackets.

9. With all four holes now drilled, replace the drawer unit back into position under the seat.

10. Align the four hex-head bolts through the drawer-casing flange into the four holes drilled in the front of the seat brackets. Fasten nuts with washers to the bolts and loosely tighten with screwdriver.

11. Check drawer to insure it opens and closes without rubbing.

12. Apply final tightening to the four hex-head bolts.

13. Front slot and hole in casing is for an additional padlock. We recommend using a #3 master lock or equal.